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Abstract— In today’s scenario where 

digitalization and the internet have completely 

revolutionized the modern computing systems 

and communication technology, life has become 

easier but with it, but the issue of security and 

privacy is the defining issue of our age.  To 

secure our privacy, the concept of cryptography, 

which is the science of concealing or hiding 

information and transmitting them through 

insecure public channels (internet) is widely 

used. This encryption of the message requires a 

key but if the key used to hide the information is 

compromised, the entire secret or the 

information will be exposed. Thus the secrecy of 

the key is another important aspect of 

cryptography. This paper discusses the concept 

of biometric decryption where the issue of 

secure key storage is removed, only the person 

for whom the secret is intended to be revealed 

will be able to decrypt the information using 

facial recognition i.e. the face of the person 

authorized will be the key to decrypt the 

message hidden. 

 

Keywords— Cryptography, Facial 

recognition, AES, Encryption, Decryption, Key, 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

In this digital era, the price we pay today for the 

convenience of our connected world is that of our 

privacy. Cryptography is used to protect our 

privacy and secure the data and information which 

are confidential, from the reach of unauthorized 

access. Cryptography provides confidentiality to 

the information. Symmetric key encryption uses a 

common key to encrypt as well as decrypt the 

information. Attackers use different attacks or 

cryptanalysis methods such as cipher text only 

attack or brute force attack to steal the secret key. 

This paper intends to eradicate the chances of 

gaining the secret key using cipher text only attack 

and protect the confidentiality of the message.  

Here comes the merger of biometrics with a 

cryptographic algorithm. Biometrics is a unique 

and measurable biological feature of a human being 

which allows identification of every human being 

on earth uniquely. Some famous biometrics used 

all over the world for identification and 

authentication of a person are fingerprint, facial 

features, retina, voice, handprint and typing 

cadence. 

Using these metrics a person can be identified and 

also authenticated. 

One such metrics is used in this work that is facial 

features recognition, using this, verification is done 

that the person is the one who he claims to be and 

allows the user to decrypt the message if intended 

for him.  After biometric verification if the person 

or the user is found to be authentic then the person 

is allowed to see the original message which was 

earlier encrypted. 

Thus, this paper merges cryptography with 

biometrics to make security and privacy of an 

individual to be more robust and hard to break in. 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

In this section, we will discuss the related work and 

systems implemented previously. 

The intention of this [5] research is to implement 

RSA based encryption in field-programmable gate 

array(FPGA). Implementing such biometric 

encryption in a hardware and software coordinated 

environment reduces the risk of being penetrated 

by unauthorized users [4]. Privacy-Preserving Face 

Recognition system allows the client to detect if the 

image of a face is already present in the server. The 

detailed implementation is given in paper [1].This 

[6] framework performs biometric matching in the 

cloud using the end devices to gather data. 
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Design of Biometric Authentication System using 

Three Basic Human Trait, the paper published in 

IJSR in the year 2016. This paper discusses the 

various biometric recognition and authentication 

and approval. This system uses various biometric 

behaviors for matching various biometric traits. In 

this system, the biometric traits utilized are the 

face, fingerprint and iris. Feature from each 

biometric train has been extracted and fused on the 

basis of score level fusion to reduce feature 

dimension. This provides better security because 

illegal accessibility of all the traits of a single 

person is not available to match and perform any 

illegal operation [2]. 

Development of a New Methodology for iris 

algorithm in Biometric authentication using 

hamming distance concepts, this paper was 

published in IEEE in the year 2017. As biometric is 

extremely difficult to forge, it's a very secure and 

convenient method for authentication and 

authorization. This paper makes an effort to 

develop some novel method of identifying a person 

in the form of developing a unique biometric 

identification system that has got some good 

advantages over the existing system in the current 

scenario [8]. 

Fast processing algorithms are being developed to 

match the speed of computation. The huge 

database, the pre-processing, segmentation, 

normalization, feature extraction & the matching 

scenario with the final matched results.[3] 

This work [18] uses deep networks to convert faces 

into a canonical frontal view. Then learn CNN that 

classifies each face as belonging to a known 

identity. For face verification, PCA in conjunction 

with an ensemble of SVMs is used on the network 

output. 

This study [17] proposes a multiple step approach 

that aligns faces to a general 3D shape model. The 

network is trained to perform the face recognition 

task on over 4000 data points. Their best 

performance on LFW (97.35%) stems from an 

ensemble of three networks using different 

alignments and color channels. The predicted 

distances of those networks are combined using a 

non-linear SVM. 

3. ACTUAL WORK 

The basic motive behind this work is to ensure 

that only the person for whom the cipher text is 

intended will be able to decipher it and eliminate 

the need for storage of keys whose disclosure can 

lead to unauthorized access to critical information 

hidden within the key. 

In this section we discuss about the modules 

used in this work, in subsection 3.1, a brief 

discussion about the model used for facial 

recognition and verification in subsection 3.2, the 

cryptographic algorithm used to encrypt and 

decrypt (AES) the messages is discussed in the 

subsection 3.3, subsection 3.4 gives a detailed 

description of the entire algorithm and subsection 

3.5 discusses the security and authenticity point of 

view. 

3.1. MODULES 

Our work is built upon two modules:  

a) A biometric module which has a facial 

recognition model which includes a facial 

features classifier and a deep convolutional 

network to create a vector space of the 

image and calculating the L2/Euclidean 

distance.  

b) A cryptography module to generate the key 

and encrypt/decrypt messages using the 

CBC mode AES algorithm. 

 

3.2. FACIAL MODEL 

 

The model used for facial recognition and 

verification is the Facenet model from Google 

which is a deep convolutional network. The model 

creates an embedding of an image and uses triplet 

loss function which minimizes the L2/Euclidean 

distance between images of similar identities and 

maximizes the distance between different 

identities. 

Our deep neural network uses transfer learning to 

create n-dimensional embeddings of an image and 

identifying the unknown identity based on their 

L2/Euclidean distance. 

 

3.3.  AES(ADVANCED ENCRYPTION 

STANDARD) 

 

AES is a symmetric-key block cipher, previously 

known as Rijndael. It is based on ‘substitution - 

permutation network’, each block is passed 

through some sub-operations which involves the 

substitution of some bits and shuffling 

(permutation) of other bits and the entire process is 

repeated for n number of rounds. It 
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encrypts/decrypts one block of 128 bits from the 

plaintext at a time.AES allows a variety of key 

sizes 128 bits, 192 bits, and 256 bits. The number 

of rounds depends on the size of keys, for 128 bits 

key 10 rounds, for 192 bits 12 rounds and for 256 

bits 14 rounds. 

The sub-operations used in AES are - ‘Add Round 

Key, Sub-Byte, Shift Row, and Mix - Column’. 

 For our work, we have used the 128 bits key size 

which uses the CBC (Cipher block changing) mode 

of a block cipher. 

 

3.4. ALGORITHM 

 

This subsection explains all the aspects of the 

entire algorithm, 3.4.1 explains the process of 

sampling, 3.4.2 explains the key generation from a 

keyword, 3.4.3 discusses about the storage of the 

key,  3.4.4 shows the entire encryption of the 

original message and 3.4.5 explains the decryption 

mechanism of the cipher text generated. 

 

3.4.1. SAMPLING THE USER IMAGE 

 

This is a onetime step for each identity. A single 

image of the new              user(receiver) is captured 

through a webcam, its facial features are identified 

using the Haar - Cascade classifier and the facial 

part is cropped off which is sampled and stored in 

a directory along with a label which is provided by 

the user before sampling. The label becomes the 

keyword from which the key is generated used for 

encrypting a message for that particular receiver. A 

user whose image is already sampled doesn't need 

to sample its image again. Pre Captured images do 

not work for this. 

 

3.4.2. KEY GENERATION 

 

The keyword given is first encoded into base64, a 

16 bits salt string is initialized within the program 

encoded into base64 which is then appended with 

the key and then passed through a hash function 

(SHA-256). The corresponding hash value is 

passed to a key derivation function which results in 

a base64, 128 bits key which is used to encrypt or 

decrypt the message. 

To generate the same key every time, the same salt 

string has to be appended with the keyword.  

Every time for encryption and decryption the key 

generated. The key is never stored anywhere. 

 

 
Figure 3.4.2.1 

Keyword 

Fig. 3.4.2.1 refers to the keyword given; using this 

keyword 128 bits key will be generated. 

 

3.4.3. KEY STORAGE 

 

The 128 bits key does not need to be stored 

throughout the encryption and decryption process. 

At each phase the keyword is used to generate the 

key every time. Thus vulnerability of getting the 

key is eliminated. 

 

The only thing that needs to be stored is the 

keyword (used as label) of the corresponding 

sampling image using which the key generated. 

But knowing the keyword alone cannot help in 

generating the actual key but the salt string stored 

in the program has to be known. 

 

3.4.4. ENCRYPTION 

 

Step 1.  The filename of the file which is to be 

encrypted is given as input. 

Step 2. The file is read into the program and 

encoded into base64. 

Step 3. The key for the encryption which is the 

receiver’s label in the directory is then taken as 

input. 

Step 4. The 128 bits key is generated to encrypt the 

message using the CBC mode AES encryption 

algorithm. 

Step 5. File in which the cipher text will be stored, 

its name is taken as input. 

Step 6. Then the encryption is done using the CBC 

mode AES algorithm using the 128 bits key 

generated and the cipher text is stored in the file. 

Step 7. A secure base64 encoded cipher text is 

returned which cannot be read or altered without 

the key. 

Step 8. This file is then sent to the receiver and 

after encryption the 128 bits key discarded by the 

end of the program. 

 

3.4.5. DECRYPTION 

 

Step 1. The name of the file to be decrypted is 

given as input. This file is the cipher text that is 

being sent after the encryption. 
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Step 2. The new identity (potential authentic user) 

sits in front of the webcam. 

Step 3.The image of the receiver sitting in front of 

the camera is captured. 

Haar-cascade classifier is used to recognize the 

face in the image captured. 

Step 4.Haar cascade classifier returns the 

coordinates of the diagonals of the rectangle 

inscribing the face. 

Step 5.The face part of the image is cropped out 

and that image is sent to the model to create the 

embeddings. 

Step 6.The face image is mapped into a 128-D 

Euclidean space using a deep convolutional 

network. 

Step 7.The directory of the sampled image is 

searched and each image is converted to its 

corresponding embedding then, the image 

embedding of the present image is compared to the 

embeddings of the other identities present in the 

directory. 

Step 8.The L2/Euclidean distance is calculated for 

each sampling embedding in the directory with the 

present image embedding pair and it is compared 

with a threshold if the distance is less than the 

threshold then the present image embedding are 

considered to have the least distance with the 

image compared. 

The threshold is set in such a way that only similar 

identities would have the L2/Euclidean distance 

less than it. The selection of threshold is shown 

in the Table II and Table III. 

Step 9.The threshold chosen in this work is 0.75.  

Step 10.The embedding with the least 

L2/Euclidean distance with the current vector is 

returned along with its label. 

 Step 11.The label returned is again used to 

generate 128 bits key. 

 The name of the file where the decrypted message 

will be stored is given as input. 

Step 12.The cipher text is decrypted using the key 

generated using the CBC mode AES algorithm and 

stored in the file. 

Step 13.If successfully decrypted (i.e. the user is 

authentic), the original message will be received as 

a result. 

 

3.5. AUTHENTICITY AND SECURITY 

 

 If the new identity which is trying to decrypt the 

cipher text, is the one for whom the message is 

encrypted, then its embedding and associated label 

(original keyword) will be present in the sampling. 

And then the embedding with minimum L2 

distance retrieved will have the correct keyword 

and the key generated will be the same as the key 

which was used to encrypt the message and the 

original message will be retrieved. 

 If the new identity is not authentic, its 

embedding won’t be present and the message won’t 

be displayed. 

 

Example: Encryption for the label “rohitsinha123” 

 

 
Figure 3.5(a) 

Correct label decryption 

 

In the Fig.3.5(a) person with correct label 

“rohitsinha123” sat in front of camera wanted to 

decrypt the message, which was intended for him, 

the model calculated L2 distance with all the 

sampling present in the directory and used the label 

of sampling with least distance and decrypted the 

message. 

Thus, the message ‘Decryption done…!!!!’ is 

shown and the decrypted file is saved in the device 

as per the location given by the user. 

 

 

 
Figure 3.5(b) 

False Label Decryption 

 

In the Fig.3.5(b) an unauthentic person with 

incorrect label(whose sampling was not present in 

the directory)  sat in front of the camera, wanting to 

decrypt the message intended not for him, the 

model calculated L2 distance with all the sampling 

present in the directory when found none, 

displayed the following message. 
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4. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

 

Table I 

Sampling & Encryption Timing 

 

USERS TIME 

TAKEN(in 

secs)for 

sampling 

Time Taken(in 

milliseconds) for 

encryption  

Person- 1 4.3 123 

Person -2 4.07 114 

Person -3 3.74 115 

Person - 4 3.71 102 

Person  - 5 3.4 99.8 

Person  -6 4.08 91.7 

Person -7  3.69 92.9 

Person - 8 3.61 92.5 

Person - 9 3.19 92 

Person -10 3.43 93.4 

 

The Table I show the time taken for sampling of 

some people for whom the message will be 

intended and the time taken for encryption process 

for each user. 

This is a onetime process for a user; it is done to 

save the embedding of an image along with its 

label which can be later used for verification and 

then decryption. 

For proper face recognition the amount of light on 

the face has to be substantial for proper 

recognition. Light overhead or brightly illuminated 

rooms would be most preferred. Poorly illuminated 

environments make the recognition process too 

long and most of the time unsuccessful because the 

facial features are not clearly visible. 

 

Average time taken for sampling = 3.722 seconds 

Average time taken for encryption = 101.63 

milliseconds 

 

Table II(a) 

True Label 1 

 

S.No User C L2 T  L2 T  L2 T  L2 T  T  

 

1 

 

Person 

- 1 

 

Normal 

Thresh = 

0.75 

Thresh = 

0.65 

Thresh = 

0.55 

Thresh = 

0.45 

Thresh = 

0.35 

0.47 5 0.37 2.3  U 0.39 2.87 U 

2 Poorly lit - D  D  D  D D 

3 Head 

down 

- D  D  D  D D 

4 Person 

-2  

Normal 0.41 2.13 0.50 2.3 0.44 2.14 0.41 2.9 U 

5 Poorly lit  D  D  D  D D 

6 Head 

down 

 D  D  D  D D 
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7 Person 

- 3 

Normal 0.47 2.24 0.58 2.13 0.54 2.19  U U 

8 Poorly lit  D  D  D  D D 

9 Head 

rotated 

sideways 

 D  D  D  D D 

10 Person 

- 4 

Normal 0.33 2.4 0.32 1.9 0.48 2.21  U U 

11 Poorly lit  D  D  D  D D 

12 Head 

rotated 

sideways 

 D  D  D  D D 

13 Person 

-5 

Normal 0.41 2.2  U  U  U U 

14 Poorly lit  D  D  D  D D 

15 Head 

rotated 

sideways 

 D  D  D  D D 

16 Person 

- 6 

Normal 0.47 2.33 0.45 2.18 0.54 2.28  U U 

17 Poorly lit  D  D  D  D D 

18 Head 

rotated 

sideways 

 D  D  D  D D 

19 Head 

down 

 D  D  D  D D 

 

L2 = Euclidean distance when decrypted successfully 

T = Time taken for decryption for that particular threshold value in seconds 

Thresh = threshold taken for recognition 

C = Circumstances while detecting the face 

D = Did not detect the face 

U = Unsuccessful decryption 
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Table II(b) 

True Label 2 

All the abbreviation has the same meanings as they had it Table II(a) 

 

S.No User C L2 T L2 T  L2 T  L2 T  T  

 

1 

 

Person - 

7 

 

Normal 

Thresh = 

0.75 

Thresh = 

0.65 

Thresh = 

0.55 

Thresh = 

0.45 

Thresh = 

0.35 

0.53 2.31 0.46 2.15 0.44 1.94 0.44 2.10 U 

2 Poorly lit  D  D  D  D D 

3 Head rotated 

sideways 

 D  D  D  D D 

4 Person - 

8 

Normal 0.58 2.33  U  U  U U 

5 Poorly lit  D  D  D  D D 

6 Head rotated 

sideways 

 D  D  D  D D 

7 Person - 

9 

Normal 0.62 2.1 0.63 2.13  U  U U 

8 Poorly lit  D  D  D  D D 

9 Head down  D  D  D  D D 

10 Person -

10 

Normal 0.33 2.13 0.39 2.6 0.43 2.31 0.38 2.15 U 

11 Poorly lit  D  D  D  D D 

12 Head rotated 

sideways 

 D  D  D  D D 

 

Both the Table II(a) and II(b) shows the action of 

the model when an authentic person tries to decrypt 

the message. 

It can be seen that the classifier cannot detect the 

face when the room is poorly lit or if the head is  

turned around in any other direction because the 

facial features of the face become invisible to the 

classifier as a result, the classifier cannot detect the 

face. 

For a successful recognition of the face, the face 

needs to be placed in front of the web camera 

straight in a sufficiently illuminated environment. 

 

For an unsuccessful decryption( U in Table II(a) 

and Table II(b)) the main reason being the L2 

distance of the current image embedding and all the 

image embedding in the directory is greater than 

the given threshold value. So the L2 distance for 

each image being greater than the threshold value, 

the model identified it as a different identity thus 

did not allow decrypting the message.  

 

The reason for L2 distance of similar identities 

sometimes greater than the threshold value can be 

angle of camera and different lighting. 
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Here 5 different thresholds have been tested, 0.75 

,0.65 ,0.55 ,0.45 , 0.35 out of which threshold 0.35 

does not work at all in the verification of true labels 

whereas  other thresholds at least give some 

accuracy. 

 

For any condition where the face isn't visible 

completely, none of the thresholds works and have 

an accuracy of 0%. 

The model allows decryption of the message to the 

person with similar identities in a normal 

condition with a threshold of 0.75 with an 

accuracy of 100%, for threshold 0.65 accuracy is 

80%, for threshold 0.55 accuracy is 60% and 

threshold 0.45 accuracy is 40% and 0% with 

threshold 0.35. 

 

Table III(a) 

False Label 1 

 

U = Unsuccessful Decryption 

S = Successful Decryption 

S.No  

Person for whom 

the message is 

intended  

Person sitting in 

front of the camera 

Threshold 

=0.75 

Threshold 

=0.65 

Threshold 

=0.55 

Threshold 

=0.45 

1 Person -1 Person -2 U U U U 

2 Unknown U U U U 

3 Person – 10 U U U U 

4 Person -2 Unknown U U U U 

5 Unknown U U U U 

6 Person -3 U U U U 

7 Person -3 Sibling(look alike) S S S S 

8 Person -1 U U U U 

9 Unknown U U U U 

10 Person -4 Unknown S S U U 

11 Person – 7 U U U U 

12 Person -10 U U U U 

13 Person -5 Unknown U U U U 
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14 Sibling(look alike) S S S U 

15 Person -2 U U U U 

16 Person -6 Unknown U U U U 

17 Person – 4 U U U U 

18 Person – 9 U U U U 

19 Unknown U U U U 

 

Table III(b) 

False Label 2 

 

S.No Person for whom the 

message is intended  

Person  

sitting in front of 

the camera 

Threshold 

=  

0.75 

Threshold 

=  

0.65 

Threshold 

=  

0.55 

Threshold 

=  

0.45 

1 Person- 7 Unknown S S S U 

2 Person -8 U U U U 

3 Unknown U U U U 

4 Person -8 Person -1 U U U U 

5 Unknown U U U U 

6 Unknown U U U U 

7 Person -9 Person -5 U U U U 

8 Person – 3 U U U U 

9 Unknown U U U U 

10 Person -10 Person -7 U U U U 

11 Unknown U U U U 

12 Person -1 U U U U 
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The Table III(a) and III(b) are the results of 

decryption when a person for whom the message 

wasn't intended tries to decrypt the message (false 

label). Out of these, some people's samplings are 

present in the directory and the unknown are the 

people whose samplings aren’t present in the 

directory. 

From the above results it can be seen that a person 

which is not authentic cannot decrypt the message 

intended for somebody else but person with similar 

facial features like the one with identical twins or 

siblings can easily decrypt the message because 

their facial features are more or less similar to each 

other resulting in their embeddings to be almost 

similar, thus decrypting the message. 

In Table III(a) row 10 and Table III(b) row 1, there 

is a case where an unknown person whose 

sampling isn't present in the directory has been able 

to decrypt the message. This is because in the 

directory, only 1 sampling  (for whom the message 

was intended) was present as a result, when an 

unknown person’s embedding was created and 

searched for the embedding with least distance, 

only 1 embedding being present it, resulted having 

least distance with it so the model returned the 

label of that sampling.  

To avoid this, it is advisable that at least 3 - 4 

sampling must be present in the directory, so that 

the only sampling present in the directory isn’t 

used for decryption for any person other than the 

authentic one. 

 

Similar identities like siblings, twins or any other 

person with similar facial features can decrypt the 

message. 

There should be at least 3-4 sampling of different 

people in the directory. 

Poorly illuminated environment, face turned so that 

full face isn’t visible, and such type of condition 

while sampling or decryption has to be avoided. 

Threshold should be 0.75, as it is seen this 

threshold does not allow any false verification of 

any non - similar identity and allows correct 

verification with 100% accuracy. 

 

Average time taken for sampling = 3.722 seconds 

Average time taken for encryption = 101.63 

milliseconds ~ 0.10163 seconds 

Average time taken for decryption (threshold - 

0.75) = 2.517 seconds (true labels) 

 

The average time for each individual process 

(Sampling, Encryption and Decryption) signifies 

the efficiency of the algorithm in terms of time 

along with the lighting limitation.  

 

5. CONCLUSION 

The main goal of this work is to provide the users 

with more security and privacy and prevention of 

unauthorized access to the personal information 

intended for a particular individual using its 

biological characteristics. 

Biometrics (here facial recognition)  is used to 

authenticate a user before allowing it to decrypt a 

message. If the message is intended for that user he 

would only be able to decrypt it.  

This makes the encryption system more robust to 

attacks like cipher text text and removes the secure 

key storage and key management. The face of the 

authentic user is the key itself to the encrypted 

message. 
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